Overview

OmegaExpress™ is an innovative training solution that delivers “bite-size” credit training straight to business lenders’ mobile devices and desktops. Accessible via an app or traditional web portal, OmegaExpress provides business lenders with just-in-time access to an ever-growing collection of 2- to 5-minute microlessons within four separate learning libraries. While each library has its own purpose—from exposing lenders to industry veterans’ “lessons learned,” to expanding their knowledge of key credit topics—they all work together to help you meet the ongoing learning needs of an increasingly tech- and convenience-minded workforce.

Benefits

• Substantial learning during downtime without a substantial investment of time
• Improved retention through spaced repetition and practice
• Continuous stream of new microlessons to keep learners coming back
• User-friendly analytic tools allow administrators to monitor progress
• Searchable content allows for ready reference of reliable information
• Available for offline viewing so it is accessible anytime, anywhere

Who Can Benefit

OmegaExpress is currently available to Omega Performance learners who have access to the U.S. GAAP version of Business Lending Fundamentals, Commercial Loans to Business, Commercial Loans to Small Business, or Financial Accounting for Lenders.

How It’s Accessed

Omega Performance learners can access OmegaExpress on their mobile devices using an app downloaded from the App Store or Google Play, or on their desktop browser via Omega Performance’s LMS. All content is available for offline viewing.
Learning Library Descriptions

1. **In My Experience**
   Listen in as seasoned lenders discuss the deals that kept them up at night—and the things they’d do differently if they could turn back the clock. Each story is linked to concepts covered in our eLearning courses, helping lenders connect their training to its real-world application.

2. **Acumen Builders**
   Build credit skills and knowledge with interactive mini-lessons that expand on the concepts covered in our eLearning. Confirm your understanding by answering a few short questions. Sample topics include collateral evaluation, working capital, and EBITDA.

3. **Ask the Expert**
   Instantaneously tap into our experts with this collection of answers to learners' most frequently asked questions, like “How do changes in turnover days on hand affect accounts receivable?” and “What is the relationship between sales growth and inventory?”

4. **Dynamic Dictionary**
   Explore a repository of lending-related terms, from accrued expenses to working investment and dozens in between. Replete with interactive explanations, illustrations, and examples, our Dynamic Dictionary provides lenders with a readily available reference tool.

For detailed course descriptions and to speak with an Omega Performance training consultant, please contact us at:
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